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Kevin Durant will sign with Warriors
PRESS DEMOCRAT NEWS SERVICES

Kevin Durant and the Golden State
Warriors may have created a super
team on Monday when Durant announced his intention to sign a twoyear contract with the Warriors as a
free agent. He’ll join a Warriors lineup already rich with all-stars Stephen
Curry, Draymond Green and Klay
Thompson, a team that this season
set a league record with 73 victories
in the regular season.
The announcement, made on the
Players’ Tribune website, sent seis-
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mic waves of impact across the National Basketball Association. Durant was the most coveted free agent
available in the league’s offseason, a
four-time scoring champion who was
the Most Valuable Player for the 201314 season.
“I am also at a point in my life,”
Durant said, “where it is of equal importance to find an opportunity that
encourages my evolution as a man:
moving out of my comfort zone to a
new city and community which offers the greatest potential for my contribution and personal growth.”

INSIDE
Read more coverage of Kevin Durant’s
decision to bring his all-star play to the
Warriors / B1
The news rocked franchises in Boston, Los Angeles, Miami, San Antonio, where teams had made pitches
to Durant over the weekend. And it
was felt especially in Oklahoma City,
where Durant spent his entire professional career leading the Thunder to
multiple playoff appearances and one

trip to the NBA championship series.
His last appearance in a Thunder
uniform was Game 7 of the Western
Conference final when Oklahoma
City was beaten by the Warriors.
But the impact did not spare the
Warriors. Durant’s contract, reportedly a two-year deal worth $54 million, forced the Warriors to clear out
a large part of their payroll. Familiar
names such as Andrew Bogut, Harrison Barnes and Festus Ezeli will not
return, and other veterans such as
Leandro Barbosa and Marreese Speights could go as well.

‘“I’ve learned to live with it. I wish I didn’t have to.”’

Life as Sleeping Beauty
CLAIRE OLNEY, 17-year-old on her life with Kleine-Levin syndrome

Conservatives, liberals
want reforms but are
uncertain how to handle
violent offenders
By TIMOTHY WILLIAMS
NEW YORK TIMES

BURKEVILLE, Va. — Lenny
Singleton is the first to admit
that he deserved an extended
stay behind bars. To fuel his
crack habit in 1995, he walked
into 13 stores over eight days
and either distracted a clerk or
pretended to have a concealed
gun before stealing from the
cash register. One time, he was
armed with a knife with a 6-inch
blade that he had brought from
his kitchen.
Singleton, 28 at the time,
was charged with robbery and
accepted a plea deal, fully expecting to receive a long jail
sentence. But a confluence of
factors worked against him, including the particularly hardnosed judge who sentenced him
and the zero-tolerance ethos of
the time against users of crack
cocaine. His sentence was very
long: two life sentences. And another 100 years. And no possibility for parole.
There is a growing consensus
that the criminal justice system has incarcerated too many
Americans for too many years,
with liberals and conservatives
alike denouncing the economic and social costs of holding
2.2 million people in the nation’s
prisons and jails. And Congress
is debating a criminal justice
bill that, among other provisions, would reduce mandatory
minimum sentences for nonviolent offenders.
But a divide has opened within the reform movement over
how to address prisoners who
have been convicted of violent
crimes, including people like
Singleton, who threatened shop
owners but did not harm anyone.
Groups like the American
Civil Liberties Union favor a
swift 50 percent reduction in
prison populations, while conTURN TO SENTENCING » PAGE A2
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Claire Olney, 17, suffers from Kleine-Levin syndrome, which causes her to sleep for 20 hours per day for a period of approximately six weeks. The
episodes occur once or twice per year.

Kleine-Levin syndrome attacks keep
SR teen in bed up to 22 hours a day
By MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

W
Claire Olney works on artwork June 23 at her home in Santa
Rosa. When a Kleine-Levin syndrome attack strikes, not even
doses of stimulants used by fighter pilots can wake her.

hen one of Claire Olney’s
sleeping spells takes hold,
nothing will wake her
up — neither clock radio, nor fire
alarm, not even a bucket of water
will do the trick. Give her a dose
of modafinil, a stimulant used by
fighter pilots and shift workers to
avoid even a moment of disastrous
shut-eye, and she’ll sleep right
through it.

When a spell comes over her,
and they do about twice a year for
weeks at a time, Claire is asleep for
up to 22 hours. Time essentially
stops for her.
The two hours she’s awake feel
“like walking through water,” and
are spent as efficiently as possible eating, showering and going
to the bathroom. The rare sleep
disorder is known as Kleine-Levin
syndrome, or KLS. Some also call it
TURN TO SLEEP » PAGE A2

Orphaned elephants must grow up fast
Study: Young females quickly
assume matriarch roles after
poachers slaughter mothers
By AMY YEE
NEW YORK TIMES

SAMBURU NATIONAL RESERVE,
Kenya — The Land Cruiser bumped and
rattled over the lush, tawny savanna dotted with acacia trees.
George Wittemyer, the scientific director of the conservation group Save the
Elephants, steered the car toward movement in a thicket.
Around a bend stood several families

totaling about 50 elephants in a loose
cluster. They munched leaves from trees,
thrashing and breaking branches spiked
with long thorns, or stood basking in
the sun, swaying their trunks and fanning their giant ears. Babies that nestled against older elephants looked as
pliable as putty, cuddly as oversize toys,
even though newborns weigh about
200 pounds.
The youngsters and adolescents were
led by young females — daughters that
prematurely stepped into the roles of matriarchs after ivory poachers killed their
mothers. A mother elephant typically
becomes head of the family at about age
TURN TO ELEPHANTS » PAGE A2

TYLER HICKS / NEW YORK TIMES

As poaching thins out the ranks of matriarchs, their
daughters are taking over as the leaders of their
social groups, research shows.

